**Introduction**

Following the great promise of the human genome project, a plethora of novel studies have been carried out to investigate the molecular mechanisms of the encoded genes. The main interest of clinical research has consequently shifted toward an improved understanding of the inter-relations of functional elements and transcribed genome regions with specific physiopathologic conditions. The development of a new generation of mass spectrometers is deeply changing the technologies employed in these investigations, enabling direct quantitative analysis of clinical samples such as, blood, urine, saliva and biopsy samples. In this manuscript we introduce and discuss the main phases of these investigations and their possible follow up in diagnostic and functional studies.

**Proteome investigations, called proteomics, are the natural development of this approach, now encompassing not only all the proteins encoded in any given cell, but also the set of all proteins isoforms and modifications, the structural description of proteins and their higher-order complex. As proteins are the main effectors of physiological functions, proteomics spans over a wide area of the present “post genomic” investigations. This high-throughput biochemistry will be crucial for the emerging field of system biology, contributing at a direct level to a full description of cellular function and biological phenomena [1, 2]. However, the sequencing of the human genome and that of numerous pathogens has opened the door for proteomics by providing a sequence-based framework for mining proteomes. Most difficult problems ahead is to find out how genes contribute to diseases that have complex pattern of inheritance, such as in the cases of diabetes, asthma, cancer and mental illness. In all these cases, no single gene has implicated in the disease process obtaining a dramatic complex situation.
There is high interest in applying proteomics to foster a better understanding of disease dynamics. In particular clinical biochemistry has found a new era taking advantage from this holistic point of view. The interest in clinical proteomics is due in part to the prospects that a proteomics approach to disease investigations will overcome some of the limitations of other approaches. Because most drug targets are proteins, it is inescapable that proteomics will promote drugs discovery by the identification of new targets for therapeutics with more effective strategies for clinical practice [3].

Mass spectrometry

The detection of proteins profiles associated with disease states dates back to the very beginning of proteomics, when two-dimensional gel electrophoresis was first applied to clinical material. The advent of novel mass spectrometers enable to resolve thousands of protein and peptide species in body fluids is set to revolutionize protein-based diagnostic. In fact, mass spectrometry has increasingly become the method of choice for analysis of complex protein samples establishing itself as an indispensable technology to interpret the information encoded in genomes. This new era started with the discovery and development of protein ionization methods, as recognised by the 2002 Nobel prize in chemistry [4]. The ability of mass spectrometry to identify and accurately quantify even small amount of a specific protein from increasingly complex mixtures is becoming a primary driving force in proteomics. The rapid development of this technology has carried out instrument with an increased sensitivity, robustness and data handling with improved analytical performance.

Direct mass spectrometry approach of complex mixtures, is today, the last challenge for gel-free analysis of disease biomarkers. In particular, Linear Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption-Ionization Time-of-Flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF-MS), is a promising technique for clinical applications given its high sensitivity, accuracy and resolution in discriminating the low molecular weight protein profiles [5, 6]. Quantitative data are achievable by the use of internal standard gaining precision and accuracy within 20-25%. Moreover time and cost of analysis for each sample are particularly low, given the ion source set up, which eventually might handle hundreds of samples in a single acquisition batch. These qualities have made MALDI-TOF-MS as an instrument of choice to investigate large number of clinical relevant molecules in serum, blood, urine, tissue extracts and whole cells [7, 8]. Linear MALDI-TOF-MS coupled to surface activated sample targets (SELDI-TOF-MS) has already been recently employed by several groups to detect potential novel biomarkers in different biological samples [9-11]. Approaches include comparative analysis of protein expression in normal and disease samples to identify aberrantly expressed proteins that may represent new disease-markers. Serum patterns that distinguish between disease and normal subject with remarkable accuracy have been reported for several type of cancers and other diseases [12]. This direct mass spectrometry approach yield to a comprehensive profiles of peptides and proteins in biological fluids without the need to first carry out proteins separations and requiring reduced amount of sample for high throughput. Researchers are employed to develop new and automated peptide extractions, crystallizations, spectral acquisition and signal processing. Computational methodologies and bioinformatics tools are also necessary to develop models to analyze and compare large numbers of data points, essential for valuable and significant data mining (Fig. 1).
Experimental strategies

In Fig. 1 the complete procedure and data interpretation of biological samples directly analyzed by MALDI-TOF-MS was shown. The typical experiment consist of four stages. Stage 1 is a pre-analytical step where the biological sample are processed and deposited on the MALDI target. This often includes internal standards added to validate the analytical assessment and μSPE extraction (usually Reverse-Phases). In stage 2 the complete screening of the samples derived from pathological and healthy subjects using linear MALDI-TOF-MS technology are presented. In stages 3 and 4 the combined visualization and statistical features allows for an easy and efficient identification of biomarker candidates. Such candidates can later be used in pattern recognition models to analyze independent data to the significance of these tentative biomarkers in an open translational investigation for para-clinical studies. The last step of this process should be the identification of the outlined specific molecular disease marker. This investigation is necessary to pursued the potential functional insight of the outlined marker. Moreover, these data will provide a rational basis on their role in the pathologic process, possibly suggesting new pharmacological protocols.

As shown in Fig. 2, the identification of the proteins corresponding to the disease-discriminating signals can be carry out by a RP-HPLC-MS separation to collect purified fractions containing the candidate biomarkers. Samples, generally, need to be preliminary pre-purified (ultrafiltration, SPE, etc.) obtaining a fraction in the interesting mass range. This liquid fraction can be directly injected and separated for fraction collection. Each purified liquid fraction are spotted on the MALDI target and analyzed in order to select only those with the interest signals. Finally the purified liquid fractions selected are digested with trypsin leading to peptides with C-terminally protonated amino acids, providing a direct advantage in subsequent mass spectrometry analyses. Protein identification can be carried out by MALDI-TOF Peptide Mass Fingerprint (PMF) analysis and by LC-ESI-MS/MS fragmentation analysis. The last approach consist of one or more step of high-performance liquid chromatography in micro-bore capillaries and elution into an electrospray ion source where the peptides are ionized and successively fragmented obtaining a series of MS/MS spectra. MS/MS approach is more efficient in this case considering the separation step less efficient than 2D-gel methodology usually coupled with PMF analysis. Proteins are identified by matching a list of experimental MS and MS/MS data with the calculated list of all data masses of each entry in a database (for example a comprehensive protein database). By avoiding peak identification, the resulting classification may produce an algorithm suitable for prediction but ignoring the molecular basis of this classification. Such strategy could be dangerous since it might lead to a group discrimination based on a stochastic association of events rather then on the clinical groups investigated. Moreover, signals identification and characterization might return useful information on the aetiology and molecular mechanism of the investigated phenomena.

The identification of the candidate biomarkers is giving an important functional insight, possibly shading a light on the implications in the pathological process.

Future perspectives

An innovative mass spectrometry-diagnostic approach developed in the last years is called “MALDI-TOF imaging mass spectrometry” (MALDI-IMS) representing one of the most exciting and promising challenge in the field of diagnostic based-mass spectrometry [13]. This very recent technology exploits the methodology of MALDI-TOF MS combined with the direct employment of histological sections, therefore returning a direct molecular analysis from raw samples [14].

Fig. 2. - Complete procedure for the identification of the proteins corresponding to the disease-signal, by a RP-HPLC-MS separation to collect purified fractions containing the candidate biomarkers. Each purified liquid fraction is spotted on the MALDI target and analyzed in order to select only those with the interest signals. The selected purified liquid fractions, are digested generically with trypsin. Protein identification can be carried out by MALDI-TOF Peptide Mass Fingerprint (PMF) analysis and by LC-ESI-MS/MS fragmentation analysis.
MALDI-IMS provides profiles and two dimensional ion density maps of molecules directly from raw tissue sections, showing the relative abundance and spatial distribution of molecules. Consequently, it gives a protein profile expression with high sensitivity of an histological well defined tissue area, avoiding the loss of some important information coming up from the classic analytical separation methodologies (Fig. 3). Subsequently, proteins identification might be pursued using a classic approach as described for biological fluid investigations.

In conclusion, MALDI-TOF-MS pattern-profiling will undoubtedly attain a prominent and lasting position in the future of the diagnostic. However, today the pattern-profiling proteomics methodology may not be quite reproducible, because several line of evidence indicate that there are a number of clinical and analytical chemistry factors that are major sources of variability and bias [15] (blood samples collection, serum preparation, storage and handling, sample extraction, etc.). Furthermore, human plasma and serum proteomics may be particularly susceptible to observational biases because many possible confounding factors such as smoking, diet or ascertainment bias. These could conceivably cause a phenotypic response that may be confused with a specific characteristic of the disease process under investigation. Future perspectives focus in standardizing samples preparation and preservation, reliable methods validation procedure in order to evaluate the significance of mass spectrometry-profiling proteomics in the clinical practices.

Fig. 3. - MALDI-IMS with the direct employment of histological sections of kidney, returning a two dimensional ion density maps of molecules directly from raw tissue sections.
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